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Introduction
A Stirling engine is a heat engine operating by cyclic compression 

and expansion of air or other gas, the working fluid, at different 
temperature levels such that there is a net conversion of heat energy 
to mechanical work. Like the steam engine, the Stirling engine is 
traditionally classified as an external combustion engine, as all heat 
transfers from the working fluid, combustion takes place through the 
engine wall. This contrasts with an internal combustion engine where 
heat input is by combustion of a fuel within the body of the working 
fluid. Unlike a steam engine’s (or more generally a Rankine cycle 
engine’s) usage of a working fluid in both its liquid and gaseous phases, 
the Stirling engine encloses a fixed quantity of permanently gaseous 
fluid such as air.

Typical of heat engines, the general cycle consists of compressing 
cool gas, heating the gas, expanding the hot gas, and finally cooling the 
gas before repeating the cycle. The efficiency of the process is narrowly 
restricted by the efficiency of the Carnot cycle, which depends on the 
temperature difference between the hot and cold reservoir.

Originally conceived in 1816 as an industrial prime mover to rival 
the steam engine, its practical use was largely confined to low-power 
domestic applications for over a century [3].

The Stirling engine is noted for its high efficiency compared to steam 
engines [4] quiet operation, and the ease with which it can use almost 
any heat source. This compatibility with alternative and renewable energy 
sources has become increasingly significant as the price of conventional 
fuels rises, and also in light of concerns such as peak oil and climate 
change. This engine is currently exciting interest as the core component 
of micro combined heat and power (CHP) units, in which it is more 
efficient and safer than a comparable steam engine [5,6].
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The technical parameters of a Dish/Stirling-System are defined 
here. The data for the mirror and concentrator are only informal 
with the area that is needed for the calculation of the efficiency. The 
characteristics for a Dish-system are calculated and shown in a graphic 
continuously [7,8].

Sleeping parasitics means the electricity consumption during none 
operating hours (hours with DNI lower than start DNI). This electricity 
consumption might be used e.g. for tracking. (Figure 1) 
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Figure 1: Parameters of Dish Stirling concentrator.
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 Model equations 
Gross electrical performance [9]:
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Ecor   : corrected irradiance in W/m2

EDNI  : direct normal irradiance in W/m2

EDNI,min: minimal direct normal irradiance for starting generation 
in W/m2 

a: performance model constant in We /(W/m2)

b: performance model constant in We

Corrected irradiance 

Ecor= EDNI.fref.ftem

ftem: temperature correction factor

fref : reflection correction factor

Reflection correction factor:

fref = fshadowing . fintercept                                                                                                                                      (2)

fshadowing: shadowing and blockage factor

fshadowing: intercept factor   

Temperature correction factor: 
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(a) : reciprocal model

(b) : Carnot model

ϑnorm,amb : normalized temperature for performance model in ºC

ϑamb   : actual ambient temperatue in ºC

ϑup,Stirling: upper Stirling temperature in ºC

Ccooler  : cooler constant in ºC/(W/m2)      

Parasitics: 
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       (1) for EDNI ≥ EDNI, min                           

(2) for EDNI < EDNI, min                            

Power to/from the grid:

Pgrid  : performance to/from the grid in W

Pgross  : gross performance in W

Pparasitic : total parasitics in W 

Simulation and Results
All input parameters of Greenius are filled with practical parameters 

when creating a new project. The technology of Dish Stirling and a 
meteorological data file must be chosen. Then, all parameters can be 
changed and the simulation can be started at any time. This is done 
at the menu entry Project Case/Recalculate… respectively the key F9. 
The simulation is always done for a typical operation year with 8760 
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Figure 2: Monthly variation of the direct irradiance normal DNI according 
to the year.
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Figure 3: Monthly variation of the ambient temperature Tamb according to the 
year.
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Figure 4: Monthly variation of the gross energy Egross according to the year.
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hourly values. The powerful algorithms of Greenius allow very fast 
simulations that can also be stopped manually. In figures 2, 4 and 5, 
the direct irradiance normal DNI, the gross energy Egross and the dish 
efficiency start with the values relatively weak 26.3 W/m 2, 120.06 
MWh and 6.52 % respectively in January, and they increase up to the 
two maximum values in May and August: DNI= (158.1-160.1) W/m2, 
Egross= (988.81-1043.17) MWh and dish efficiency = (13.76-14.15) %. 
After they decrease gradually up to 21 W/m2, 105.24 MWh and 6.59% 
respectively in December.

In figure 3, the ambient temperature starts with the lower value 
-0.5ºC in January, then it increase up to the maximum value 17.9ºC in
July. It decreases gradually up to 1.1°C in December.

Conclusion 
All algorithms of Greenius has been implemented and tested 

carefully. However, calculation errors or uncertainties of the used 
models can never be avoided totally. Furthermore, incorrect bad chosen 
input parameters can produce results with high deviations from the 
reality. It is, therefore, strictly recommended that specialists verify all 
simulation results. No liability is accepted for any claims due to wrong 
simulation results. In order to enable a complete simulation including 
investment cost and LEC calculation equipment costs are implemented 
for all technologies [10].

Industrial side, the American company Stirling Energy Systems 
beat the record of effectiveness in conversion solar-electricity on 
January 31, 2008, reaching 31.25%. The preceding record, going back to 
1984 was 29.4%. This system is particularly interesting in zones where 
the solar electricity is mainly made up of direct radiation, i.e. in inter 
tropical zones. The companies in the course of launching of production 
of this system announce launching into 2009 of complete installations 
with converter of electricity, which should be able to compete with the 
photovoltaic panels [11].
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Figure 5: Monthly variation of the dish efficiency according to the year.
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